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roadtrip songir – wife's pilgrimage
http://thedragonrides.blogspot.com
Songir, the home of my wife's Guru's ashram, a
regular pilgrimage for her and this was my forth
visit but first by bike. Wifey came by car.
Set off at 8.15am, wife followed an hour later
expecting to meet up
in Songir by 6.00pm.
I made it by 4.15, wife
arrived an hour later.
The NH3 is faster
since our last visit.
Songir is set within a
range of hills which
seem to act as shields.
On top of one is a fort
overlooking the
village as if guarding
against intruders.
Routine is as it has
been for centuries. A
lone stand pipe for
drinking water, chores
and gossip are at the
same watering hole
where cattle quench
their thirst.
Saw a funny thing, a
biker and pillion zoom
past with a goat
wedged across the seat
between them. Thats Songir.
The journey was uneventful
through hills and plains. The
greatest difficulty was
finding a suitable
place to have lunch.
Thinking I will stop at
the next, then the next,
I found myself holed
out at the Hotel
Shivkrupa.
Bhindi fry, channa
bhaji, 3 roti and thums
up – 72Rs. No gripes
about the price but
when you have been
looking forward to a
juicy lamp chop, you
work out my thoughts!
Next day L had a
40km jaunt to the Tapi
River and see it about
225km up stream from
my birthplace. Nice
sight through the trees
as it snaked its way
across middle India.
As I walked along the
bridge to take photos,
it shook and vibrated
whenever a goods
vehicle drove past.
There is building work
going on so it seems
the authorities are doing something about it. On
this run I saw one of the straightest and longest
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lanes I have come across in
India. No pictures just use
your imagination. What I
did shoot at the roadside
was the jaw bone of an ox.
Next day was the big one
for my wife. The puja to
commemorate the day of
Govind Maharaj's samadhi.
It seemed a 2 hour drawn
out ceremony to someone
like me but the passion
shown by villagers told me
something extraordinary
was taking place.
Then Maharaj's palanquin
was carried to every local
home to be received and
the festivities began.
School kids were given the
day off, some in glad
rags, others in uniform
lined the streets. Usual
stall holders, drummer
boys and ghetto blaster
were in place to signal
the dancing and
merriment. Even I was
offered a dance by
Mukund Maharaj's
(wife's guru) son but
declined. I explained
that I was only a
Bollywood star, not a
dancer! He laughed
and said 'Good line'.
Today over 10,000
people will be fed, free
to their hearts content.
Some even take extra
doggy bags homes.
The outdoor kitchen,
was a fun place for me.
I saw what seemed like
over 4 tonnes of baat
jaggery/bulgar wheat
prasad (blessed food)
being made.
It is also where later, I
saw the ugly side of
Indian indiscipline.
There was more than
enough to go around
(as much as they could
carry anyway). Yet,
whilst the helpers
carried trays over their
heads, people were
dipping in and looting.
Some volunteers and
loads were felled to the
ground, it could have
become very ugly.
One thing they did
manage to do at Songir
was cage the dragon.

Many came from miles
around to see the little
monster whilst it was
safe behind bars.
Some kids got too
excited and climbed
into its pen. I shouted
'Oye, piss off'. Dont
know if they knew
what I had said but
they scattered like
birds on a gun shot.
On the forth day it was
back to Mumbai.
I was advised by my
wifey that leaving
before 11.00am was a
bad omen.
By the time I signed a
few autographs, said
my bye byes to friends,
fans and groupies
(wishful thinking), I
left Songir at 11.15am It meant
hitting the Mumbai streets at peak
time. That should be fun!
After Nasik it was raining in some
form or the other, both
drizzle and torrential.
I encountered my first
fog in India at an
appropriately named
'Fog City'.
Stopped for the last
time after Shahapur
and clicked how dirty
the bike was. Deepak claims my bike always
looked nice and shiny but added just wait until
you have rode it in the rains. Now I know what
he meant, it was well kacked up.
The odometer photos are leaving Mumbai,
arrival in Songir, back from my trip to Tapi
River, at departure from Songir and on arrival
in Mumbai through detours, rains and floods.
4 lessons learned on this ride.
First a car passenger sees the
rain only when it falls on the
windscreen, a biker sees it
coming miles away.
Secondly, dont use an umbrella
to keep dry unless you trying to
invent a new form of paraglide
sport. Imaginative idea but
wont catch on!
Thirdly, after being drenched to
the bone, I know how a baby
feels sat in wet diapers for a
couple hours!
Forth, during the monsoon carry
swimming trucks and get to
know other routes back home.
768kms round trip.
Great ride and would do it again.

